Openly gay comic,
Jason Stuart is making it to the middle and beyond!
A few months back I was in my local video rental store and happened
to see 10 Attitudes on the shelf and I wondered to myself what Jason
Stuart the writer and star of it was up to. What was he up to? Had he
gotten anywhere? As it turns out he’s done a lot before and since that
quirky movie.
First stop was his site and next up was to see if he had a MySpace
page (MySpace is a great place for finding gay actors and comedians
btw.); or maybe it was the other way around?
In any event, I was pleased for several reasons to see that Jason had
indeed been keeping busy, very busy indeed. He may not have
skyrocketed to stardom but this openly gay comic has been working
on a lot of projects.
In fact, in the last six months Jason has completed seven films and
five TV shows and that’s in between his stand up gigs which include
the “The Looking for Mr. Right Comedy Tour”.
In a recent bulletin, Jason announced that he’s set to appear in his
first stand up comedy special “Jason Stuart: Making To The Middle”,
which will be airing on here! TV.
The Special was filmed in the middle in the country, the middle of his
career and the middle of his life.
On the film side of things Jason Stuart is finally getting some big
recognition. Stuart was recently nominated for a Gay International
Film Award (Glitter Award), for best supporting actor in “Coffee Date”
as Todd’s nosy officemate. I’ve noted recently that Coffee Date is due
to come out in September and I’m looking forward to watching it.
Jason was recently cast in “Doesn’t Texas Ever End?” playing a
straight guy of all things, and the coming of age drama “American

Primitive” playing “Randolph” the other half of a gay couple circa
1973. Stuart has also completed the lead dog voice “Mozart” in the
film “A Dog Life”.
He’s playing a “Doctor” in the comedy “Pong Pong Playa”, from Oscar
winning filmmaker Jessica Yu; a “Priest” who’s murdered in the drama
“Twisted Faith” opposite Elaine Hendrix (“Bam Bam & Celeste”).
Jason is also playing a “Rich Man”, whose lover steals $98,000 in “San
Saba” opposite Angus McFadden (“Braveheart”) w/ Vivica Fox: a “Dad”
in the mini film “Angels with Dirty Spaces”. And lastly, he plays a
“Rude Manager” in the murder mystery “Seducing Spirits” and he just
might be the killer?
On the television front, Jason is set to be a flamboyant auctioneer on
“Everybody Hates Chris” and was recently seen on “George Lopez”,
“Mind of Mencia”, and was a celebrity panelist “Comics Unleashed”
with host Byron Allen.
He has appeared on both American gay networks, doing stand up on
LOGO in “Wiscrack”, and in the “D.L. Chronicles” on Here! TV.
In short, Jason Stuart has been in over 70 films and TV shows so far
and it doesn’t look like he’s going to be short of work any time soon as
this is just a short list of what Jason is up to.
As Jason notes, “the doors are opening for gay men to live their life
and be a successful character actor at the same time. The new second
banana is a gay man!”

